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Report on Students’ Parliament on 17-11-2014 on occasion of
International Students’ Day

As we observe International Education week, and International Students’ Day
on 17-11-2014, Students remember fondly the kindness and wisdom of their
Professors, Faculty and friends they made. The Education has helped and would
help in moulding oneself into an individual what they are today. Education
teaches to be resilient and self-reliant and expose to different cultures and points
of view. It gives students a greater appreciation for one’s own country.

On occasion of ‘International Students’ Day’ , Gokula Krishna College of Engineering conducted “Students’ Parliament” or “ Chhatra Sansad” inviting
students from Engineering, MBA, MCA and Pharmacy to voice their perspective
views regarding the ‘Quality Education’ to all in our country and participate to
make the best assessment of what the education system offers.

The students’ Parliament has been initiated by Md. Ishaq Alikhan final M.E.,
with his views on education and stated that education is not just gaining
knowledge but building up a character to make a complete man. Indian Colleges
need not work for making a brand name but should impart value education that
makes a student a full-fledged citizen, with ethics, morals and sound education.

Way of Assessing Students
The way of assessing students should be more effective in different ways not
simply Education = Exams= Marks. “We do not want just marks; we need the
right education graded with quality”.

Students’ Views

 Naveen from IV CSE express that e-classes, Techno classes are introduced at school levels.
 These classes take things into mind. Here, education is visualized that leads
to analyzation, ultimately to creativity
 Education should be implied more practically than theoretically. Practical
insight makes a person think, visualize, correlate and analyze.
 Supporting their view Ms.Jasmine from IV ECE, expresses that ‘ no country
can develop without education. Educated people have clarity of what to
do, they do not do negative things but think always positively.
 Indians are so great that Aryabatta discovered ‘0’ (zero). Construction of
Janthar Manthar was done in Akbar’s time which shows Standard Time.
 Delta Region was constructed by our best engineer Mokshagundam
Visveswariah.
 Pavan from MCA says that villagers are very intelligent people Education is
most important thing in life. That importance is less understood by
villagers but they do everything in practical application. Unlike scientists in
NASA and other developed countries, Aryabhatta and Bhaskara, by mere
calculations had told about the planets, Sun and the milkyway.
 Muniraja from IV CSE says ‘why our students are preferring to study abroad
and parents are supporting their children in joining Corporate Schools,
International School than a Government School, where the faculty are well
qualified and trained.
 Indian Education System is giving preference to Reservation Policy. Every
capable student should be given admission or scholarship, irrespective of
“Reservation”.

 Bhushan from IV EEE Says :According to ASSOCHAM survey only 10-20% of graduates will get jobs in
our country. What is the position of other graduate from all streams?
 All the educated people migrate to foreign countries as Indian
Government do not recognize their talents and pay sufficiently.
Theoretical knowledge only leads to practical implication effectively.
Students should be empowered to think creatively from the school level.
36% employees in NASA
36% employees in IBM
38% employees in Microsoft are Indians.
That is the greatness of Indians
 Ms. Haseema from II ECE expresses that
Quality education is rapid exchange of knowledge in various aspects.
It is the stream in which the individual can be mentally & physically fit to gather
the information. Education has become a source of making money in India.
Applications we use are made by foreigners’. Sources and funds are less to make
our own application. Superstitions and false beliefs must be ruled out to make
every citizen in India to be educated.
 Roja from III ECE expresses that
The syllabus in academics as per the disciplines should be updated according
to the budding technologies. The trend setters in academic syllabus should take
inspiration for ICA I of CA.
Quality Education is still poor in India. Faculties are under nourished,
equipment is improvised. Few branches are not available in Indian Institutions i.e.,
the reason why students dream of studying in top colleges in other countries .
Conclusion:
On the whole, practical knowledge is less among Indian students, when
compared to students that of foreign schools and colleges. Students should be
encouraged towards creativity and innovative things, Instead of showing a child

a cartoon, if we try to tell him a tale and ask him to draw, the visualization and
creativity of the child comes into limelight.

Instructions ends in school but education ends only with life . So we
shall try to establish our education system which teaches us about the
life.
The U.S and India are working together to make education reality for all our
citizens and international education and exchange is a big part of our efforts.
We understand that the bonds developed between students in study hall, the
exchange of ideas in classroom debates and cross-cultured experiences showed
outside of the classroom are invaluable. This joint collaboration will bring
together U.S experts and key stakeholders in the Indian higher education and
industry sector to discuss opportunities and challenges of international academic
industry collaboration, capacity building and alternatives in higher education. This
joint venture bring together to make education a reality for all of our citizens now
and in future generations to come.

- Jai Hind -

